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Is genomic diversity a useful proxy for census population size?
Evidence from a species‐rich community of desert lizards
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Abstract
Species abundance data are critical for testing ecological theory, but obtaining ac‐
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dance can help researchers circumvent time and cost constraints that are prohibitive
pected to correlate with census size, such that genome‐wide heterozygosity may pro‐
vide a surrogate measure of species abundance. We tested whether nucleotide
diversity is correlated with long‐term estimates of abundance, occupancy and degree
of ecological specialization in a diverse lizard community from arid Australia. Using
targeted sequence capture, we obtained estimates of genomic diversity from 30 spe‐
cies of lizards, recovering an average of 5,066 loci covering 3.6 Mb of DNA sequence
per individual. We compared measures of individual heterozygosity to a metric of
habitat specialization to investigate whether ecological preference exerts a measur‐
able effect on genetic diversity. We find that heterozygosity is significantly corre‐
lated with species abundance and occupancy, but not habitat specialization.
Demonstrating the power of genomic sampling, the correlation between heterozygo‐
sity and abundance/occupancy emerged from considering just one or two individuals
per species. However, genetic diversity does no better at predicting abundance than
a single day of traditional sampling in this community. We conclude that genetic di‐
versity is a useful proxy for regional‐scale species abundance and occupancy, but a
large amount of unexplained variation in heterozygosity suggests additional con‐
straints or a failure of ecological sampling to adequately capture variation in true
population size.
KEYWORDS
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et al., 2010; Meyer et al., 2010; Pianka, 2014). An obvious difficulty
is that such “brute‐force” sampling requires considerable time and

Species abundance distributions represent one of the most basic de‐

funding in order to produce reliable estimates (Pearce & Ferrier,

scriptions of a community, and are the foundation of many ecologi‐

2001; Yin & He, 2014). Consequently, there has been widespread

cal theories and conservation management practices (He & Gaston,

interest in developing statistical methods for estimating relative spe‐

2000; McGill et al., 2007). Relative abundance is typically estimated

cies abundance from imperfect survey data as well as from proxy

through repeated community sampling efforts, with study durations

variables, including point occurrences, spatial distributions, and

that frequently span multiple years (Gotelli & Chao, 2013; Magurran

environmental suitability (He & Gaston, 2000; VanDerWal, Shoo,
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Johnson, & Williams, 2009; Yin & He, 2014). Although these meth‐

influence effective population size in wild populations (Leffler et al.,

ods perform well at small spatial scales, predicting regional abun‐

2012; Palstra & Ruzzante, 2008).

dance remains challenging, in part because of the paucity of data

Foundational studies based on results from a small number of

available to validate model‐predicted abundances (Pearce & Ferrier,

loci, including microsatellites characterized by high variability in mu‐

2001; Yin & He, 2014).

tation rate, found few discernible links between genetic polymor‐

Neutral theory predicts that genetic diversity should correlate

phism and ecological traits (Ellegren & Galtier, 2016). Genome‐wide

with population census size (Leffler et al., 2012; Tallmon et al., 2010;

data increase our power to recover associations between genetic

Wright, 1931), and intraspecific genetic variation is thus an attrac‐

diversity, ecological correlates, and evolutionary processes acting

tive proxy for species abundance in natural populations. Genetic

over shorter time periods (Faircloth et al., 2012; Harvey, Aleixo,

material is both easy and inexpensive to sample (Schwartz, Luikart,

Ribas, & Brumfield, 2017). Recent studies have found strong rela‐

& Waples, 2007), and recent advances in sequencing technology

tionships between ecological traits and genetic diversity at broad

and bioinformatics allow researchers to harvest information from

phylogenetic scales (e.g., across phyla; Romiguier et al., 2014);

across the genome at low cost. Furthermore, reliable estimates of

whether such patterns are also exhibited by more closely related

both genetic diversity and past population size have been recovered

species with similar life history traits remains equivocal (Ellegren &

from sample sizes as small as a single individual (Li & Durbin, 2011;

Galtier, 2016; Romiguier et al., 2014; Singhal, Huang, et al., 2017).

Nazareno, Bemmels, Dick, & Lohmann, 2017). However, historical

Additionally, there is some evidence that microhabitat preference

signals of demographic processes can weaken the relationship be‐

can limit dispersal and reduce within‐population genetic diversity

tween census and effective population size, and thus the relation‐

(Brouat, Chevallier, Meusnier, Noblecourt, & Rasplus, 2004; Brouat,

ship between abundance and heterozygosity (Frankham, 1995). For

Sennedot, Audiot, Leblois, & Rasplus, 2003; Dalongeville et al.,

example, range expansions or population bottlenecks can lead to

2016; Khimoun et al., 2016; Pianka, 1986, 2014; Rabosky, Cowan,

reduced genetic diversity in marginal or founder populations, and

Talaba, & Lovette, 2011), but studies combining genome‐wide diver‐

consequently to decoupling from contemporary census population

sity estimates with ecological traits at the community level are rare.

size (Banks et al., 2013; Charlesworth, 2009; Dalongeville, Andrello,
Mouillot, Albouy, & Manel, 2016; Excoffier & Ray, 2008).

In this study, we test whether genome‐wide estimates of het‐
erozygosity are correlated with species abundance, landscape‐level

Previous studies have found positive relationships between het‐

occupancy, and habitat specialization. We focus on a species‐rich

erozygosity and proxies for species abundance, including population

community of lizards from the western Australian arid zone that has

size estimated from calculations of density and acreage (Patton &

been subject to multiyear demographic study and is characterized by

Yang, 1977), extrapolations calculated from active social groups

variation in abundance and other ecological traits (Grundler, Pianka,

(Stangel, Lennartz, & Smith, 1992), categorical estimates (“large,”

Pelegrin, Cowan, & Rabosky, 2017; Pianka, 1986, 2014; Rabosky et

“small”) of population size (Godt, Johnson, & Hamrick, 1996; Hague

al., 2011). Despite ecological variation among clades, species in this

& Routman, 2016) and museum occurrence records (Singhal, Huang,

community are generally similar in major life history characteristics

et al., 2017). Studies that more directly compare intraspecific ge‐

(Mesquita et al., 2016) and share a common geological and climatic

netic diversity and abundance have reported positive associations,

history, potentially minimizing the confounding effects of variation

but these studies have generally focused on single species or paired

in environment, demographic history, and phylogeny.

species comparisons (Devillard, Santin‐Janin, Say, & Pontier, 2011;

We also explore relationships with additional ecological traits

Lozier, 2014; Ortego, Aparicio, Cordero, & Calabuig, 2008; Sun,

that may relate to abundance, including habitat preference and body

1996), or on many species sampled at a broad geographical scale

size. Based on classic theory and previous work, we predict that (i)

(Bazin, Glémin, & Galtier, 2006; Leimu, Mutikainen, Koricheva, &

greater species abundance will correlate with greater levels of nu‐

Fischer, 2006; McCusker & Bentzen, 2010; Pinsky & Palumbi, 2014).

cleotide diversity; and (ii) increasing habitat specialization will cor‐

Few studies have directly assessed the relationship between abun‐

relate with reduced levels of nucleotide diversity, due to reduced

dance and genetic diversity within species‐rich communities of

gene flow between populations restricted by narrow ecological pref‐

potentially interacting species, despite the importance of such com‐

erence. We construct a multipredictor model to assess the relative

munities for biodiversity monitoring and studies of ecoevolutionary

importance of each of these ecological traits in explaining variation

dynamics.

in heterozygosity. This framework provides a means of better un‐

In addition to these rather practical motivations, the ecological
analysis of genetic variation may help us to understand why the

derstanding what ecological processes influence genetic diversity in
light of Lewontin's paradox.

range of genetic diversity among species is orders of magnitude
smaller than that of census population size. This observation rep‐
resents a long‐standing but unresolved puzzle for evolutionary bi‐
ology known as “Lewontin's paradox” (Leffler et al., 2012; Lewontin,
1972). Addressing this knowledge gap may be especially critical

2 | M E TH O DS
2.1 | Sample and ecological data collection

for conservation efforts, which would benefit from a comprehen‐

Tissue samples from 30 species of lizards were collected by Rabosky

sive understanding of which factors constrain genetic diversity and

et al. (2011) as part of a long‐term monitoring project at the former
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pastoral station of Lorna Glen in the western Australian arid zone.

(demonstrating adherence to a restricted set of environmental attri‐

This area is now known by its traditional name Matuwa, and here‐

butes) and therefore will generate a smaller average distance in this

after will be referred to by this name. The Matuwa region—and the

calculation, relative to generalist species.

spinifex desert of the western Australian arid zone more generally—

We additionally compare genetic diversity to body size, a tra‐

harbours the most diverse lizard communities on Earth (James &

ditional proxy for species abundance whereby smaller species are

Shine, 2000; Morton & James, 1988; Pianka, 1972; Roll et al., 2017),

expected to be more abundant (White, Ernest, Kerkhoff, & Enquist,

with potentially more than 50 species co‐occurring at single sites

2007). As one of the most fundamental properties of an organism,

from spinifex sandplain habitats (Pianka, 1986; Rabosky et al., 2011).

body size is also thought to correlate with multiple aspects of tro‐

Species from which genetic data were obtained included represent‐

phic and other ecological and life history traits (Woodward et al.,

atives of at least four Australian lizard radiations, including sphe‐

2005). We therefore include body size in the multipredictor model

nomorphine and nonsphenomorphine skinks, agamids, and geckos.

in the interest of understanding what factors contribute to varia‐

Ecological data including long‐term cumulative measures of species

tion in genetic diversity. The distributions of snout–vent length (SVL)

abundance, species habitat preference, and body size were collected

within species were often multimodal, reflecting contamination by

as part of the same study. The data presented here include genetic

several distinct age cohorts of lizards (e.g., first‐year juveniles; sub‐

and ecological data for an additional 10 species that were not in‐

adults) during our sampling periods (Rabosky et al., 2007). We thus

cluded in Rabosky et al. (2011). Briefly, the study entailed multiyear

used kernel density estimation (KDE) to estimate adult body size.

pitfall trapping of lizard communities at 24 sites at Matuwa, with

This method is nonparametric, as the shape of the estimated density

sites selected to encompass the majority of habitats in the study

function is determined by the data without assuming an underlying

region. Each site comprised two lines of six 20‐L buckets buried in

distribution, and has been used for a variety of ecological applica‐

the substrate and connected by a continuous barrier of drift fenc‐

tions (Manly, 1996; Rabosky et al., 2011; Seaman & Powell, 1996).

ing. Sites were separated by approximately 3–10 km, and sampled

Following Rabosky et al. (2007), we took the upper mode of the em‐

for 21–28 days per year between 2002 and 2008. During each sam‐

pirical probability density function for SVL for each species as repre‐

pling period, traps on all sites were kept open for the same number

sentative of the “typical” adult body size.

of days, ensuring that sampling was standardized across the land‐
scape. Further details on study design are available in Rabosky, Reid,
Cowan, and Foulkes (2007), Rabosky et al. (2011).

2.2 | Genomic data collection

Abundance for each species was calculated as the sum of each

Methods for genomic data collection are identical to those described

annual survey total across sites. While even the most rigorous sam‐

in greater detail by Singhal, Grundler, Colli, and Rabosky (2017).

pling methods cannot capture true population size across a region, the

Using the high‐salt DNA extraction method (Aljanabi & Martinez,

consistent effort applied to the Matuwa lizard community represents

1997), we collected high‐molecular‐weight DNA from one individual

one of the most direct assessments of abundance feasible. Pitfall traps

per species for 19 of the 30 species collected at Matuwa, and two

combined with drift fencing are an effective method for capturing arid

individuals per species for 11 of the 30 species. Dual‐barcoded li‐

Australian lizards (Morton, Gillam, Jones, & Fleming, 1988). They are

braries were produced for each sample by Arbor Biosciences. Arbor

superior to alternative methods tested in this region (Cowan, Edinger,

Biosciences also designed probes at 2 × tiling density across the

& Coate, 2017), and demonstrate low capture bias for the small‐bod‐

5,462 unique SqCL target loci identified by Singhal, Grundler, et al.

ied taxa of this study, based on visual surveys by the authors.

(2017), including anchored hybrid enrichment (AHE) loci, ultracon‐

To approximate habitat preference, 14 habitat variables were

served elements (UCEs) and traditional genes used in squamate phy‐

measured for each pitfall trap included in the survey, accounting for

logenetics (other loci). We refer to this set of loci as the SqCL marker

variation in nearby vegetation type, substrate type, soil compaction

set (Singhal, Grundler, et al., 2017). Target capture reactions were

and shear strength, woody debris, and distance to and diameter

performed on size‐selected, amplified, and cleaned libraries follow‐

of nearest sheltering vegetation. Each individual lizard was associ‐

ing a modified MYbaits protocol described by Singhal, Grundler, et

ated with the habitat variables of the trap in which it was captured.

al. (2017), and sequenced by Hudson Alpha on one 100 paired‐end

Habitat variables were log‐transformed and z‐score‐standardized

run of a HiSeq 2,500 version 4.

following methods reported by Rabosky et al. (2011). For each spe‐
cies composed of n individuals, we calculated the Euclidean distance
between habitat variables for all pairwise comparisons of individu‐

2.3 | Data analysis

als, resulting in an [n × n] distance matrix. A simple index of habitat

To obtain estimates of nucleotide diversity, raw sequencing reads

specialization was computed by taking the average of the distance

were analysed following the bioinformatics pipeline provided for

matrix, excluding the diagonal. This final value provides an approxi‐

SqCL, available at https://github.com/singhal/SqCL along with

mation of the average distance between two individuals in the hab‐

explanatory documentation. Methods for the present study were

itat space occupied by a species, and is robust to variation in sample

modified to include error correction of cleaned reads using

size between species. For example, individuals from a specialized

ec 2

species are expected to be associated with similar habitat variables

Ma, & Chen, 2016). To perform read error correction, an estimated

bless‐

before targets were matched to probes (Heo, Ramachandran, Hwu,

4
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k‐mer size was calculated using

kmergenie

with a default maximum

length of 121, resulting in an optimal k‐mer length of 31.

ordinary least squares models assume unequal variance in error
among dependent and independent variables, we confirmed ho‐

Within‐population diversity was estimated by calculating the

moscedasticity of the residuals of each submodel using a Breusch–

average pairwise difference (π) across all loci for each individual

Pagan test with a significance level of α = 0.05. These tests verified

(Begun et al., 2007; Tajima, 1983). With greater than 5,000 loci,

the consistency of standard errors in all models; however, we note

this is equivalent to estimating population diversity by sampling a

that error in the independent variables would bias slopes toward

few loci for many individuals (Harvey et al., 2017; Willing, Dreyer,

zero, thus making these models a conservative approach.

& Oosterhout, 2012). For species that had two sampled individu‐

We then calculated the relative importance of each variable by

als, we calculated π for each individual and then averaged the two

summing the AIC weights of the models in which the variable ap‐

measurements. All references to nucleotide diversity below refer

pears and dividing this by the sum of the AIC weights of all mod‐

to the average nucleotide diversity within a single individual, aver‐

els (Anderson & Burnham, 2002; Kisel & Barraclough, 2010). We

aged across individuals within species for the 11 species for which

constructed a final model including all variables with a relative im‐

multiple individuals were sampled. Additionally, we calculated the

portance greater than 0.6 to calculate coefficients and values of sig‐

Pearson correlation between estimates of nucleotide diversity for

nificance for the regression (Wagner, Harmon, & Seehausen, 2012).

individuals from the same species and used

to estimate the

Finally, to quantify the effectiveness of genetic diversity as

variance explained within and between species. For each individual,

a proxy for species abundance and to facilitate comparisons with

nucleotide diversity was also calculated for each locus in order to

other methods, we computed the relative root mean squared error

produce bootstrapped estimates of genetic diversity with variation

(rRMSE) of species abundance estimates predicted from heterozy‐

in the number of loci sampled.

gosity, using the following equation from Yin and He (2014):

anova

To test the relationship between nucleotide diversity and ecologi‐
cal predictors, we performed a pairwise correlation analysis as well as
phylogenetically informed model selection, using the phylogeny from
Tonini, Beard, Ferreira, Jetz, and Pyron (2016) (for this and all subse‐

√
√
)2
n (
√1 ∑
Xi − o i
rRMSE = √
n i=1
oi

quent phylogenetic analyses), to estimate the importance of each pre‐

where xi is the predicted log abundance for species i based on a

dictor variable. We first computed the pairwise correlation between

linear model with heterozygosity and empirical estimates of spe‐

individual‐level nucleotide diversity and the following ecological attri‐

cies log abundance; oi is the observed abundance of species i; and

butes for each species, using an expanded version of the Rabosky et

n is the total number of species sampled. We additionally calculated

al. (2011) data set: species abundance, computed as the total number

Pearson's product‐moment correlation and R2 values to quantify

of individuals captured during the 7‐year survey period; and species

the significance of the correlation between observed and predicted

occupancy, computed as the total number of sites where a species

abundance estimates, and compare these to alternative statistical

was detected. We note that our estimates of abundance are not based

models reported in Yin and He (2014) for predicting abundance.

on an explicit capture–mark–recapture study, and we view the total

As a second approach to evaluating the strength of genetic di‐

number of individuals captured per species as a proxy for true total

versity as an abundance proxy, we performed a sliding‐window

abundance (see Rabosky et al., 2011, for discussion). Because all sites

resampling analysis to determine how many days of standardized

were sampled for an identical number of days, we also note that all

community sampling are required to predict overall species abun‐

results reported below will be identical regardless of whether we anal‐

dance with the same correlation obtained from genetic diversity.

yse total abundance, mean annual abundance, or relative (fractional)

In other words, how many consecutive days of sampling would

abundance. We also included estimates of SVL and the proxy for spe‐

have been required, on average, to recover a similar correlation be‐

cies habitat specialization described above. We report p‐values as the

tween total abundance (across the full survey period) as that which

significance of each variable after accounting for phylogeny, calcu‐

we obtained from genetic data alone? We regenerated abundance

lated from phylogenetic linear models including only the predictor and

and occupancy estimates beginning with a single day of sampling

genetic diversity, using Pagel's λ model for the covariance (Ho et al.,

drawn from every unique date in the sampling period, increasing

2018). Because our primary hypothesis is that genetic diversity should

the window 1 day at a time from each starting point and averaging

be positively correlated with species abundance, we did not correct

the results across dates within each window. For example, the mean

for multiple comparisons despite statistical tests including additional

correlation obtained for a window size of 5 days corresponds to the

predictors. These analyses were conducted to facilitate interpretation

expected correlation between overall (multiyear) abundance and a

of data concerning our primary hypothesis, and thus we do not believe

much shorter subsurvey of just five sequential survey days.

multiple comparison correction to be appropriate for our study design.
To determine the relative importance of each predictor, we con‐
structed phylogenetic generalized least squares (PGLS) models for

3 | R E S U LT S

the full model (four predictors, not including interactions) and for
each possible submodel, and we computed Akaike's information

We recovered an average of 4,728 UCEs, 309 AHEs, and 27 ad‐

criterion (AIC) weights using the full set of fitted models. Because

ditional loci traditionally used in squamate phylogenetics for each

|
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for individual 1

F I G U R E 1 (a) Bootstrapped estimates of heterozygosity across four species of Matuwa lizards, as a function of the number of loci used
to compute the estimate. Genome‐wide heterozygosity converges rapidly to a limiting value and can be robustly estimated from samples
of 500 or more loci. Species illustrated are Diplodactylus pulcher, Lerista timida, Moloch horridus, and Morethia ruficauda. Also drawn are the
95% confidence intervals around the estimated mean heterozygosity for each species, shown as a grey dotted line, as measured across all
loci. (b) Genome‐wide estimates of heterozygosity are highly correlated across conspecifics. Each point represents the pairwise relationship
between heterozygosity estimates from two individual lizards of a given species. Dotted line illustrates isometric scaling relationship
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Ctenotus leonhardii
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Ctenotus ariadnae
Ctenotus dux

2

Geckos

1

Abundance across sites at Matuwa

F I G U R E 2 Phylogenetic distribution of occupancy, abundance, and heterozygosity across 30 species of lizards from Matuwa. Abundance
at each of 24 sites is represented by the size of the point, and within‐species genetic diversity is represented by colour. Occupancy is simply
the number of sites at which a species was detected (e.g., empty “cells” denote absence). Corresponding abundance data can be found in
Supporting Information Table S1
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individual, resulting in an average of 5,066 loci per individual with

single individuals contain sufficient information to estimate “aver‐

a total of 2,946 loci in common between all individuals. We recov‐

age” levels of within‐population genetic variation.

ered an average of 3.6 Mb for each individual, with an average of

Both log abundance and occupancy exhibited a positive and sig‐

3.16 Mb ≥ 10× coverage. Measuring diversity from thousands of loci

nificant correlation with genetic diversity (r = 0.43, p = 0.02; r = 0.50,

provides more reliable estimates of individual‐level heterozygosity

p = 0.005, respectively; correlation coefficients are not phyloge‐

among species, as demonstrated by wider variability in bootstrapped

netically corrected) (Figures 2 and 3, Supporting Information Table

estimates of diversity from fewer loci (Figure 1a). Eleven of 30 spe‐

S1). In line with Lewontin's paradox, our estimates of abundance

cies were represented by two individuals, and nucleotide diversity

varied across two orders of magnitude while genetic diversity var‐

between conspecifics was highly correlated (Pearson's r = 0.984;

ied across less than one. Abundance and occupancy are also highly

−8

on this set of individuals,

correlated (r = 0.70, p = 1.5 × 10−5; Figure 3). There was no relation‐

we estimate that intraspecific variation accounts for ~1.53% of the

ship between genetic diversity and log SVL (r = −0.10, p = 0.60), but

total variation in individual‐level nucleotide diversity across our data

log SVL was negatively and significantly correlated with abundance

set. These results suggest that, with genome‐wide sampling, even

(r = −0.49, p = 0.006; Figure 3).

anova

0.002

0.004

p = 5.178 × 10 ; Figure 1b). Using

r 2 0.158
p 0.020

2
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5
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3
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generalism
F I G U R E 3 Correlation matrix showing relationships between genetic diversity and four predictor variables: log abundance, occupancy,
body size as measured by snout–vent length, and a metric of habitat specialization (habitat distance) wherein larger values indicate generalist
species and vice versa. Regression lines and phylogenetic p‐values are shown for significant relationships, and points are coloured in
greyscale by clade
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0.008

Body size

F I G U R E 4 Results from model
averaging, showing the relative
importance of each independent variable
for predicting within‐species genetic
diversity. Also shown are the coefficient
sign and significance from the final
phylogenetic linear model including
occupancy, the only variable to exceed
the cutoff value of cutoff value of relative
importance ≥ 0.6
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+, p
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While there was a significant and positive relationship between
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occupancy and habitat specialization as approximated by the hab‐
itat distance metric (r = 0.52, p = 0.003), there was no correlation

We recovered a significant positive relationship between genetic di‐

between genetic diversity and habitat distance (r = 0.13, p = 0.500;

versity and empirical estimates of species abundance and occupancy,

Figure 3).

with occupancy being the most significant predictor of nucleotide

The predictor variable of most importance after model averaging

diversity. While occupancy is correlated with patterns of habitat use

and the only variable to exceed the cutoff of 0.6 was occupancy, with a

among species, we find that direct measures of habitat specializa‐

relative importance of 0.74 (Figure 4). Using only occupancy as a predic‐

tion were not significant predictors of genetic diversity. Importantly,

−5

tor in our final model results in p = 0.008 with coefficient = 8.7 × 10 .

our results suggest that genetic diversity is at least a weak proxy for

This small coefficient probably reflects the difference in scale between

species abundance in the regional community. Additionally, we show

heterozygosity and occupancy, rather than a minor effect size; scaling

a strong, positive relationship between occupancy and abundance,

genetic diversity to the same order of magnitude as the occupancy data

lending further support to a classic ecological relationship recovered

results in a corresponding increase in the response of genetic diversity

for many taxa but rarely examined in squamates (Freckleton, Noble,

to changes in occupancy (in other words, an increase in the regression

& Webb, 2005; Gaston et al., 2002; Gaston, Blackburn, & Lawton,

coefficient; coefficient after scaling genetic diversity = 0.870).

1997). The pervasiveness of this relationship in macroecology sug‐

The rRMSE calculated for the prediction of species abundance
based on heterozygosity was 0.55, with an r = 0.4 and p = 0.02. These

gests a mechanism linking changes in population dynamics at local
and regional scales (Freckleton et al., 2005).

values are similar to those reported in Yin and He (2014), but suggest

Our study reveals that a species‐rich community of related taxa

a reduced predictive power for genetic diversity compared to statis‐

displays the same positive diversity–abundance association found

tical models based on occupancy and spatial distribution. However,

by other studies at both narrower and broader phylogenetic and

the data used for validation of the models summarized in Yin and

geographical scales. The proportion of variance in genetic diversity

He (2014) are from an area of 1 km2, whereas the current study is

that was explained by local‐scale abundance in the present study is

still able to recover a significant correlation between observed and

similar to that explained by museum occurrence records (a proxy for

predicted abundance estimates from a study region of 2,350 km2

global population size) in a recent study of genetic diversity in the

(maximum distance between sites = 38.4 km). Nonetheless, a slid‐

lizard genus Ctenotus, a member of the Sphenomorphine clade that

ing‐window resampling analysis of abundance data demonstrates

is represented in the current data set (Singhal, Huang et al., 2017).

that a single day of sampling can generate a stronger correlation with

Similarly, Pearson correlations between abundance and diversity

long‐term abundance than genetic diversity (Figure 5a). Moreover,

recovered from broader phylogenetic sampling and meta‐analyses

only 3 days of sampling are required to produce a stronger correla‐

in other taxa are also comparable to the correlation recovered here

tion with occupancy (Figure 5b).

(r = 0.4; Leimu et al., 2006; McCusker & Bentzen, 2010). It is useful
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F I G U R E 5 Expected correlation in abundance (a) and occupancy (b) between cumulative survey totals and a specified survey duration
(x‐axis). For example, a value of x = 20 gives the expected correlation between two estimates of the species abundance distributions: the
cumulative (133‐day) survey totals, versus a shorter interval of 20 consecutive survey days. A value of x = 1 indicates the extent to which a
single day of sampling would have estimated cumulative abundance and occupancy totals. The observed correlation of genetic diversity with
abundance and occupancy is illustrated by the corresponding horizontal dotted lines in each panel. Genetic diversity predicts overall species
abundance with a correlation slightly below that obtained from 1 day of sampling, and it predicts species occupancy with a correlation
slightly below that obtained from 3 days of sampling

to discover that genetic diversity retains at least some predictive

relationship between abundance and genetic diversity can be weak‐

power for population size across these different scales.

ened by past demographic processes such as bottlenecks or range ex‐

However, much of the variation in genetic diversity among species
is unexplained by abundance and occupancy. With respect to predict‐

pansions not reflected by current population size (Banks et al., 2013;
Dalongeville et al., 2016; Excoffier & Ray, 2008).

ing total abundance (e.g., pooled across all survey years), we found

Similarly, because the chosen sample sites are not strictly a ran‐

that genetic variation was equivalent to just a single “average” day of

dom draw from the landscape, there is no guarantee that ecological

sampling at Matuwa (Figure 5). These results suggest that nucleotide

sampling at the community level is sufficient to accurately track

diversity is heavily influenced by factors other than census population

true variation in population size. It may therefore be the case that

size, or that ecological sampling in this community is unable to capture

occupancy is a more reliable estimate of long‐term abundance than

true population size. Interpreting results from ecological analyses may

the pooled abundance measurements reported here. Population

help to clarify this issue. For example, habitat specialists may be locally

size will fluctuate through time, and abundance data are likely to

abundant given nonrandom site selection, with low heterozygosity

be susceptible to noise generated by detection bias or recapture of

indicative of lower regional abundance. Although the most abundant

individuals. While this is also true for occupancy data, occupancy

species in this community also tend to be the most widespread, some

provides a more coarse‐grained metric that could be more sensitive

high‐ and midabundance species of the sphenomorphine clade exhibit

to increases in relative species abundance or to the number of sub‐

relatively low occupancy, in addition to a higher degree of habitat spe‐

populations in the region. Occupancy in a regional and community

cialization. Assuming occupancy at the chosen sites is to some degree

context may thereby provide a more robust proxy for true popula‐

correlated with population connectivity, these observations suggest

tion size relative to other species in a comparative analysis.

that gene flow could be mediated by habitat preference, restricting in‐
dividuals to certain microhabitats and preventing movement through
suboptimal patches across large areas of landscape (Wang & Bradburd,
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2014). Concordantly, Pianka (2014) found that many of the most abun‐
dant species, as measured over 42 years in broadly the same region

The results of this study support our initial prediction that greater

as the current study, are also the most restricted in dietary and mi‐

abundance would correlate with higher levels of genetic diversity,

crohabitat niche breadth. However, because occupancy at Matuwa is

and further suggest that factors associated with landscape occu‐

strongly correlated with both abundance and habitat generalism, the

pancy contribute to observed variation in heterozygosity. Our study

wide range of heterozygosity values exhibited by species at the upper

provides evidence that genetic diversity is at least weakly informa‐

range of occupancy suggests that other processes not evaluated by

tive regarding demographic processes occurring at phylogenetic

this study may constrain heterozygosity in these taxa. For example, the

scales broader than conspecific populations. However, genetic
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diversity does no better at predicting species abundance, as meas‐
ured in the community at Matuwa, than a single “average” day of
standardized sampling, and does only marginally better at predicting
occupancy. Whether these results reflect a failure of genetic diver‐
sity or ecological sampling to adequately capture variation in true
census population size remains unknown. In conclusion, patterns of
intraspecific genetic diversity potentially can serve as proxies for re‐
gional‐scale species abundance, but further evidence from diverse
communities is needed, ideally incorporating information on species
abundance through time (Magurran, 2007). More broadly, our study
provides further evidence for Lewontin's paradox and suggests that
resolving the paradox may require further understanding and con‐
sideration of the relationship between historical demography and
present‐day census size.
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